Prediction of presence and absence of two- and three-amino-acid sequences of human monoamine oxidase from its amino acid composition according to the random mechanism.
Three probabilistic procedures are used to analyse the human monoamine oxidase B (MAO-B). (1) Each kind of two-, three- and multi-amino-acid sequences is counted along MAO-B from one terminal to the other and their frequencies and probabilities are calculated. (2) The amino-acid sequences in MAO-B are compared with the theoretical amino-acid sequences and the present or absent theoretical amino-acid sequences in MAO-B are determined. (3) The random principle is used to predict the frequencies of presence and absence of amino-acid sequences in MAO-B from its amino acid composition and the comparison is made between predicted and counted frequencies. The results show the random principle can predict the presence of 99 two-amino-acid sequences in MAO-B and the absence of 38 and 7506 kinds of theoretical two- and three-amino-acid sequences from MAO-B.